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NAG NAG CH NAG NAG Statistics is a
CH binding of NAG Statistics C library.
It enables users to access the reliable and
comprehensive features of the popular

statistics library. The package is built to
run in CH Professional Edition, and it
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supports all C99 numerical functions, as
well as high-level numerical and graphical
extensions. Users can employ correlation,

regression, multivariate and variance
analysis methods. The library can be

utilized to generate random numbers and
perform analysis on nonparametric

statistics and smoothing, contingency or
survival table analysis. It can be used to

quickly develop applications and
prototypes with Ch C / C++ interpreters.
It is meant to reduce maintenance costs

and save development time by deploying
NAG algorithms. In conjunction with CH

CGI toolkit, it can analyze web-based
statistics with graphical presentations.

The CH ODBC kit provides integration
into database analysis, just as CHExcel
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ensures functionality within the Excel
application. Users can enhance existing or

new statistics analysis with 2D/3D
plotting, GUI GTK+, X/Motif, Win 32
and OpenGL. Its purpose is to increase
application robustness and reduce key
person dependency. By shortening the

statistical analysis time, users can focus
on other areas of the application
development. Routines can be
interactively executed for fast

development and deployment of software.
Key Features: - A 100% CH binding of
NAG Statistics C library - Supports all

C99 numerical functions - An extensive
set of statistical functions - High-level

numerical and graphical extensions - Well
documented and easy-to-use API - C
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ch_*_* macros for maximum
compatibility with CH C/C++ interpreter

- C and CH program include files for
complete, reliable and easy-to-use

compilation - Ch NAG Statistics Torrent
Download C Interpreter support - Wide

platform support: 32-bit, 64-bit and
cygwin - CH NAG Statistics C Sample

Application - Compatible with different
CH versions: C11, C12, C14, C15 and

C16 - Ch NAG Statistics C Interpreter -
Precompiled CH NAG Statistics C C
Interpreter (Executable) - CH NAG
Statistics C GUI GTK+ - CH NAG

Statistics C GUI X/Motif - CH NAG
Statistics C GUI Win32 - CH NAG

Statistics C GUI OpenGL - CH NAG
Statistics C GUI Win32 OpenGL - CH
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NAG Statistics C GUI

Ch NAG Statistics Free

This CHCHN General purpose toolkit
provides a user-friendly solution to

reduce the burden of designing macro
functions and enables faster development

and deployment of applications. It is
designed to provide a wide range of high-

level operations that can be executed
interactively with a few keystrokes. Its
library offers an extensive set of core

functions for all CH products including
CH (Unicode) C, C++, CH(Unicode)

CHN, Ch CHN C, CHN C, CH
PostgreSQL and CH SQL. Although the

CHCHN toolkit is very powerful, it
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remains very easy to use and integrate
into existing applications. Its user-friendly

interface facilitates an interaction with
users that requires no programming skills.

Its input and output file formats are as
friendly as CH applications, allowing data
transfer with other third-party products.

CHCHN is divided into CHCHN
Components, CHCHN packages,

CHCHN internal and CHCHN internal
packages. CHCHN Components are the
key macro functions that can be used by

CHCHN packages. CHCHN packages are
user-defined collections of CHCHN
Components that perform specific

functions. CHCHN internal packages are
collections of CHCHN Components,

CHCHN packages, CHCHN internal and
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CHCHN packages. CHCHN internal
packages provide extension functions for

CHCHN Components and packages.
CHCHN Components The CHCHN

Components are the primary building
blocks that enable macro functions to

perform their tasks. Users can create and
reuse CHCHN Components as they see
fit, and they can also combine multiple

CHCHN Components to define new
Components. CHCHN Components are
implemented as a standard CH CHCHN

Interface. They provide a unified
interface that is compatible with CHCHN

applications and tools. CHCHN
Components are implemented as a

standard CH CHCHN Interface. They
provide a unified interface that is
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compatible with CHCHN applications
and tools. CHCHN Components are for
general purpose, non-recursive macro

functions. They require CHCHN
Components to be declared in a certain

way. These macro functions can be
declared in any CHCHN package.

CHCHN Components can be either inline
or static. The inline Components are

similar to C macros but are provided in
CHCHN. The static Components are

similar to functions but are provided in
CHCHN. CHCHN Components can use

function-like macro names, like
CHCHN_DB_TO_STRING 81e310abbf
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Ch NAG Statistics 

Provides CH binding for the popular
statistics library developed by NAG. It is
developed and maintained by NAG’s
Computational and Graphics Group. It is
a collection of four functions, CH
STATISTICS, CH REGULUS, CH
MISCELLANEOUS and CH CORE
TOUCH, which can be invoked directly
by using Ch C/C++ numerical and
statistical functions. It implements the
standard statistical methods, including the
correlation, regression and standard
statistical functions. It also provides
support for nonparametric statistics and
smoothing. It is compatible with all CH
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versions from 1.3 to the present, and it
supports all CPUs from 80386 to Pentium
4, including AMD64. The library
supports two different representations of
statistics output. It can be either the raw
data or their summary. It is useful for
both numeric and graphical analysis and
simulation. It is capable of generating
random numbers. It can be integrated
with a database to provide efficient
analysis over large datasets. It can be
utilized to build the basic functions of a
variety of CH applications such as GUI
and command line. It offers integration
into CH CGI toolkit. It provides ODBC
drivers so that it can be used with
database applications and system tools.
There are four functions in the package,
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CH STATISTICS, CH REGULUS, CH
MISCELLANEOUS, and CH CORE
TOUCH. The CH STATISTICS function
enables the user to access all the features
of the NAG Statistics library through its
CH binding. The CH REGULUS function
provides the user with a collection of
algorithms for mathematical regression
analysis. The CH MISCELLANEOUS
function enables the user to perform
advanced statistical analysis, including
nonparametric methods and smoothing.
The CH CORE TOUCH function
provides a user interface (UI) for CH
applications. It can be employed in
conjunction with CH C. In addition to all
the functions, it supports all major CPUs
from 80386 to Pentium 4, including
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AMD64. It is developed and maintained
by NAG’s Computational and Graphics
Group. License: GNU General Public
License Requires: CH version 1.2.0 or
higher. Dependencies: CH+CIN See also
CH+CIN External links CH+CIN
Package Page Category:Numerical
programming languages
Category:Numerical analysis
Category:Numerical software
Category:Ch

What's New in the?

Ch NAG Statistics is a CH binding of
NAG Statistics C library. It enables users
to access the reliable and comprehensive
features of the popular statistics library.
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The package is built to run in CH
Professional Edition, and it supports all
C99 numerical functions, as well as high-
level numerical and graphical extensions.
Users can employ correlation, regression,
multivariate and variance analysis
methods. The library can be utilized to
generate random numbers and perform
analysis on nonparametric statistics and
smoothing, contingency or survival table
analysis. It can be used to quickly develop
applications and prototypes with Ch C /
C++ interpreters. It is meant to reduce
maintenance costs and save development
time by deploying NAG algorithms. In
conjunction with CH CGI toolkit, it can
analyze web-based statistics with
graphical presentations. The CH ODBC
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kit provides integration into database
analysis, just as CHExcel ensures
functionality within the Excel application.
Users can enhance existing or new
statistics analysis with 2D/3D plotting,
GUI GTK+, X/Motif, Win 32 and
OpenGL. Its purpose is to increase
application robustness and reduce key
person dependency. By shortening the
statistical analysis time, users can focus
on other areas of the application
development. Routines can be
interactively executed for fast
development and deployment of software.
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System Requirements:

Computer running Windows XP SP3 or
newer Windows 7 SP1 or newer Internet
Explorer 8 or newer Adobe Flash
11.2.202.270 or newer Adobe AIR 2.6 or
newer Storyteller Player or newer
Minimum requirements for the Storyteller
Player are: Adobe AIR 2.6 or newer
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